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ABSTRACT

An electron beam device suitable for use in low density, non-
radiating flows is described. It is shown that in certain ranges
of gas density the electron beam can be employed to determine the
rotational temperature, vibrationt! temperature and concentration
of molecular nitrogen in a high speed air flow. The theoretical
analysis required for interpretation of the data obtained with an
electron beam is presented and examples of application of the
technique are given. Certain design criteria for electron beam
generators are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laboratory simulation of flow fields with wind tunnels long has been
an established technique. New facilities continually have been developed
to ext(nd the speed and altitude ranges which can be simulated. Although
the technology of facility design has advanced at a rapid rate, there has
been a sizeable lag in the development of adequate flow calibration de-
vices.

The diagnostic procedures for advanced test devices are complicated
by the presence of non-equilibrium effects in the effluent. For example,
in a high enthalpy wind tunnel, dissociation and ionization of the gas
occur, and as the gas expands through the nozzle, chemical recombination
and thermodynamic relaxation take place. Since recombination and relaxa-
tion are rate processes, they are coupled strongly to the gasdynamic
features of the flow. Thus, there is a direct relationship between the
local flow velocity and the degrees of recombination and relaxation with
the possible existence of non-equilibrium effects. Similarly, in very
low density facilities, non-equilibrium in the thermodynamic relaxation
processes may occur and viscous effects can become predominant. Non-
equilibrium behavior and viscous effects both destroy the simple relation-
ships used tr interpret conventional calibration data and necessitate a
much larger number of independent measurements to determine the state of
the effluent.

The calibration items of interest for a test facility can be grouped
into three main categories: (1) those associated with the gasdynamic
state, (2) those describing the chemical nature of the effluent, and (3)
the variables specifying the local thermodynamic state. Various types of
probes have been proposed for determining certain features of the flow.
However, to obtain a direct measurement of the detailed chemical composi-
tion and/or the thermodynamic state of the effluent, spectroscopic methods
generally must be applied.

Although tedious, spectroscopic techniques are particularly attrac-
tive since they can be employed without causing any disturbance in the
gas during the time of measurement. Both emission and absorption spec-
troscopy can be considered for application. However, in highly expanded
flows, the gas temperatures and pressures generally are so low (even in
arc-heated wind tunnels) that the gas does not emit nor absorb a sufficient
amount of radiation for quantitative measurements. In some instances, non-
thermal excitation of the gas may be present- allowing the application of
conventional spectrographic techniques, but usually this is not the case.
Hence, to allow the application of spectroscopic techniques to highly ex-
panded non-radiating flows, various methods for causing the test gas to
emit radiation were examined.

It would be possible to excitc the gas with alpha particles, beta
particles, or x-rayt. However, the difficulties with obtaining well

Manuscript released by the author 3 June 1965 for publication as an
ARL Technical Report.
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collimated beams, the requirements for adequate shielding from the x-rays,
and the resultant contamination of the test facility associated with
these techniques make them undesirable. Previous theoretical and experi-
mental studies by Gadamer2 and Muntz 3 directed towards the measurement of
gat; properties with an electron beam in low density, non-radiating flows
were encouraging. In this technique, a narrow beam of electrons is pro-
jected across the flow and the interaction of the electrons with the gas
particles produces a column of radiating gas coincident with the beam.
Spectroscopic analysis of the radiation yields a direct measurement of the
rotational and vibrational temperatures and concentrations of the active
species at arbitrary locations within the test gas.

Analysis of the spectrum induced by an electron beam passing through
nitrogen has been given by Muntz. 3 The applicability of the technique in
high speed flows of arc-heated air has been demonstrated by Petrie, Pierce
and Fishburne. 4  In Ref. 4. data from the electron beam were compared with
conventional calibration data and various theoretical predictions to de-
duce the thermo-chemical properties of the effluent generated by an arc-
heated wind tunnel.

The electron beam has proven to be an extremely useful diagnostic
device. It can be applied to any low density flow to give a direct mea-
surement of temperature and species concentration without altering the
basic energy content of the medium under investigation. The purpose of
this report is to su.mnarize the theoretical information required to in-
terpret the spectral data obtained with an electron beam and to present
the pertinent design criterion lor a suitable electron beam generator.
Detailed descriptions of the application of the beam technique in wind
tunnel diagnostics may be found in Ref. 4.

II. THE ELECTRON BEAM GENERATOR

The studies reported in Refs. 2 and 3 indicate that sufficient radi-
ation can be obtained from an electron beam passing through nitrogen
with beam currents in the range of 10 to 200 microamperes and beam volt-
ages from 10 to 20 kilovolts. The high voltage is utilized to reduce
spreading of the beam due to elastic collisions between beam electrons
and gas particles. The beam is projected completely across the test
flow as shown in Fig. 1 and profiles of gas properties can be obtained
by examining various points along the length of the beam. Because of the
high speed of the electrons within the beam, a gas flow has little effect
(,n the beam shape or its path through the flow. A narrow beam (1 mm
diwncter) is employed to obtain good spatial resolution.

An electron beam with the desired current and voltage can be obtained
from electron guns used in commercial television picture tubes. These
TV Cuns are attractive because they are readily available at low cost
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($2.00 each). However, commercially available electron guns usually have
oxide-coated cathodes which easily become contaminated if operated at
pressures much above 10-4 mm Hg. Hence, to project an electron beam
across a flow with a static pressure above l0-4 mm Hg, an orifice through
which the accelerated electrons can pass freely into the test region must
separate the electron gun from the test gas and a dynamic pumping system
must be employed to maintain the gun at a pressure below l0-4 mm Hg.

The electron beam system described here was designed to operate with
static pressures (at room temperature) up to 500 p Hg. The beam vacuum
system consists of a six-inch, four-stage oil diffusion pump with an un-
baffled pumping speed of 1520 liters second at pressures from 3 x 10- to
5 x l0- mm Hg. A water-cooled baffle is employed between the gun chamber
and the oil diffusion pump to reduce "backstreaming" of the pump vapors
into the gun chamber. The performance of the vacuum system is shown
graphically in Fig. 2 where it can be seen that the gun chamber pressure
is maintained at the desired level with external pressures up to 500 P 11g.

Electron gun types 19BWPI4 and 21CPB4 have been employed with the

19BWP4 displaying the longer lifetime. The 19BWP4 gun is a 1140 magnetic
deflection, electrostatic focus type with an ultor voltage range from 12
to 23.5 kv and a rated cathode heater voltage of 6.3 volts. Voltages
are supplied to the gun by a standard high voltage power supply with an
adjustable output up to 30 kv at a maximum current of three milliamperes.
The heater, cathode, and grids are placed at high negative voltages with
respect to ground potential. Variable grid voltages are obtained by
leaking current to ground through adjustable resistors and milliamp-
meters are used in all grid circuits to monitor the gun performance.
Cathode heater currents are supplied by a high voltage transformer and
normal operation of a gun usually requires heater currents as much as 50%
above the rated current of 450 milliamperes. The net beam current passing
through the test gas is measured with a microampmeter. A schematic dia-
gram of the electrical system is given in Fig. 3.

Other investigators 3 ' 5 experienced difficulties in operating guns
with oxide-coated cathodes in continuously pumped vacuum systems. These
difficulties were caused principally by decomposition of silicone vapor
from the oil diffusion pump on the cathode surface causing erratic
variations of the beam current. With Consolidated Vacuum C •rporation

Convoil 20 pump fluid, no difficulties with cathode contami•iation have
been experienced with the gun system described here.

A rather marked degradation in cuun performance has been noticed each

time the pressure in the gun chamber is brought to atmospheric pressure.

,%fter each exposure to atmospheric pressure, an increase in the cathode

heater current is required to obtain a given value of the cathode current.

Much more satisfactory performance and longer gun life could be obtained
,by continually maintaining the gun at a low presssure.
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The electron guns are mounted in a pyrex tube which is held in place
in the gun chamber by a ball-and-socket arrangement shown in Fig. 4. The
ball-and-socket allows mechanical alignment of the gun axis with the exit
orifice. To obtain precise aligru.-ient of the gun, and, hence, maximum
beam current, a small permanent magnet (3QO gauss) with a movable pole-

piece is placed around the electron gun in the region of the gun cathode.
After initially positioning the gun with the ball-and-socket, final
alignment of the beam can be accomplished simply by moving the magnet
pole-piece.

The electron beam is extreniely sensitive to changes in the ambient
magnetic field strength. In applications of the beam in arc-heated wind

tunnels, the magnetic fields generated by the arc-heater have been found
.f sufficient strength to substantially alter the position of the beam.
Any small deflection of the beam upstream of the exit orifice will result
in a large reduction of the beam current passing through the test flow.
To eliminate this deflection, it is advisable that shielding be employed
in the gun chamber. Further, a second per~nanent magnet can be employed

near the exit orifice so that minor changes in the ambient field strength

result in extremely small percentage changes in the field acting on the

beam. Additional benefits can be obtained with this orifice magnet.
The converging magnetic field near the orifice refocusses the beam and
allows much higher currents to be projected through the orifice and across

the flow. The two magnets are shown in the schematic diagram of Fig. 1.

Photographs of two electron beam systems are given in Fig. 5. Beam

systems connected to test facilities are shown in Fig. 6. The mechanical

configuration for the beam generators shown here was chosen so that the

generators could be moved easily from one test facility to another. More

compact designs could be employed if this type of flexibility is not re-
quired.

III. ITERPRETATION OF BEAM-INDUCED EMISSION

A. GENERfAL CONSIDERATIONS

The validity of the measurements obtained with an jlectron beam de-

pends upon a thorough understanding of the excitation-emission processes

which occur within the beam. This must include a consideration of the

effects of the beam on the basic energy content of the gas. It is shown

that in certain..ranges of gas density, the vibrational and rotational

fine structures of the emitted radiation may be used to determine the
vibrational and rotational temperatures of the active molecules and that
the intensity of the radiation may be related directly to the density of

the radiating species.



When a beiam of high energy electrons passes through a gac, elec-
trons collide with gas particles. The collisions may be elastic or in-
elastic, depending upon the total kinetic energy of the interacting pair
after the collision. The elastic collisions contribute primarily to the
spreading of the beam while the inelastic Collisions result in radiation
by the excited particles-

During an elastic collision, the total kinetic energy of the inter-
acting particles is conserved. The electrons are scattered by the heavy
gas particles and a portion of the electronic energy may be transferred
to the gas particles causing an increase in the static temperature of the
gas.

In an inelastic collision, the high speed electron imparts a certain
portion of its kinetic energy to the internal energy of the heavy particle.
This energy appears principally as electronic excitation of the heavy gas
particles. After electronic excitation, the excited particle may emit
radiation during a spontaneous transition to its ground electronic state,
or it may collide with another particle during the lifetime of the excited
state, giving up the excess energy to the kinetic energy of the inter-
acting pair. The latter process is called collision quenching.

The emission of light due to a spontaneous transition does not con-
tribute to the general energy level of the gaG but passes out of the
system with little attenuation. It is precisely this radiation which is
analyzed to determine the properties of the test gas. Only in the special
case that the radiation results from a resonant transition could self-
absorption by the gas present difficulties in interpretation of the radia-
tion.

In addition to those direct modes of transfer of electron beam energy,
*other processes can be important. When a particle is struck by a beam elec-
.tron, ionization of the particle may occur so that the radiative transition
actually connects an excited state of the ion with the ion's ground elec-
tronic state (see Section III-B). Such is true for nitrogen. In this case,
the radiative transitions leave the ions in their ground electronic state
and recombination of the ions with electrons can occur in the body of the
:_as. Each recombination can contribute energy equal to the ionization
Potential of the particle to the kinetic energy of the gas. In addition,
oecondary electrons fraed by ionization of the particle can add energy to
-,he gas by elastic collisions or may electronically excite other gas par-
Jicles. The presence of ions as well as particles in metastable elec-
tronic energy states can lead to "afterglow" in a flowing gas, which couldbe particularly bothersome if the total radiated light were employed for
denisty measurements.

It should be evident from the above discussions that certain limits
-n the range of gas density exist for applicability of the electron beam
technique. At very low densities, there are an insufficient number of
gas particles to be excited by the beam so that little radiation is ob-
served. The admissible minimum density purely is a function of the
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sensitivity of the detecting equipment. At very high densities, the
collision frequencies between electrons and gas particles as well as be-
tween gas particles increases to a point where two phenomena may occur.
First, the number of elastic collisions which the electrons experience
may increase so that there is a large amount of scattering of the beam
electrons with attendant losses in spatial resolution and intensity.
Second, the number of collisions between electronically excited and un-
excited particles can increase so that collision quenching becomes im-
portant. As discussed in the following section, the theoretical inter-
pretation of the beam-induced radiation is developed with the assumption
that there is no collision quenching. Hence, the aneiysis employed to
obtain tempera ores and particle densities may be invalidated at high
densities.

In addition to the limits on gas density, certain bounds must be
placed upon the value of the beam voltage employed. If very high volt-
ages are used, the collision cross-section of beam electrons with gas
particles decreases to a point where little excitation may result, and,
hence, the radiation intensity may be reduced to an unacceptable low
value. With very low beam voltages, the electron collision cross section
may become so large that the elastic scattering of the electrons becomes
a problem.

The complexity of the many processes which occur during excitation
of a gas by an electron beam make an accurate theoretical analysis of the
over-all energy addition process difficult. In Ref. 4, the results of
detailed experimental studies aimed at determining the amount of energy
added to air by an electron beam are reported. It is shown that no mea-
surable increase of the gas temperature occurs for air densities up to
that corresponding to a pressure of 400 p Hg at room temperatire with
beam voltages from 10 to 20 kilovolts. The pressure of 400 p Hg was the
maximum value which could be examined in Ref. 4 and should not be taken
an the maximum permissible value for application of the technique. The
reader is referred to Ref. 4 for further details.

B. EXCITATION-EMISSION PROCESS

When the electron beam is passed through air, the predominant radia-
tion observed is due to the first negative emission system of the ionized
nitrogen molecule (N2 +) and the first and second positive systems of the
unionized nitrogen molecule (N2 ). Except for the very intense (o,O) band
of the N2+ radiation at 3911, K, the first negative and second positive
bands appear with nearly equal intensities and the first positive system
appears only weakly. Spectra from other species present in heated air
(NO, 02, 0) and from A, He, and CO2 have been observed but with inten-
sities much leiss than that of the (0,0) band of N2+ radiation. In the
following, reference is made only to the properties of diatomic nitrogen.
Since detailed analyses of the excitation-emission process are given in
Refs. 3 and 4, only a summary of the theory will be given here.
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The electronic transition comprising the N2 + first negative emission
system is denoted by N2 B2 E -* N2+X'E. The transitions giving rise to the
observed radiation are shown in the energy level diagram of Fig. 7. The
emission is excited by collisions between electrons and nitrogen molecules
in the ground state (N2X'F). The excitation transition is denoted by
N2X½E -- N2 +B2 E and is shown in Fig. 7. This excitation-emission process
can be represented symbolically as

N2X-1E + e -4 N2+B2E + 2e

[4 N2 +X2E + hv

The analyses of Refs. 3 and 4 substantiate the assumed excitation process
so that other possible ways by which the N2+B

2F state can be populated may
be ignored. Also note that collision quenching of the N2 B2E state is
neglected.

In specifying a detailed model for the excitation-emission process,
several simplifying assumptions are employed. It is assumed that the
population in the N2 ground state can be represented by effective rota-
tional and vibrational temperatures. That is, Boltzmann population dis-
tributions are assumed. It is not necessary that the rotational and
vibrational temperatures be equal. In fact, arbitrary population dis-
tributions may be assumed for each mode so long as some expression for
the population in the N2 ground state is available. The transition prob-
abilities describing the excitation and radiative transitions between
vibrational energy levels s. assumed to be given in terms of the Franck-
Condon factors (or the square;. of the overlap integrals). Since the ex-
citation is due to high speed :lectrons, the duration of time for the
excitation should be small so that the relative positons of the nuclei
is the N2 molecule- should not change during excitation. This is the
condition which must be fulfilled for applicability of the Franck-Condon
principle. The radiative transition is a spontaneous emission process
and the Franck-Condon principle should apply directly. The probabilities
for transitions between the rotational energy levels are assumed equal to
the corresponding values for usual optical transitions.

C. ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURE

The intensity of a particular rotational line in the emission is given
by the product of the rate of photon emission and the energy of the photon.
Hence,

(IK1X,)v, v,, = (aK,,K",)vv,,hCK K,,") vv,,(I)

where (IKK,,)v,,v,, is the intensity of the rotational line arising from
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the transition from the K' rotational level within the v' vibrational
level in the N2 +B2 E state to the K" rotational level within the v" vibra-
tional level in the N2+]X

2
E state, (aKtK")t v , is the rate of photon

2mission for the transition, and (VK, ,K,)vt v',, is the wave number (inverse

waavelength) of the transition. The expression for the rate of photon
emission is obtained from the detailed analysis of the excitation-emission
process with ihe assumptions discussed above. The final result for the
line intensity is 4

k Kt,),,a (vKK ,) 4  
it NN2  q(v',v")P(KtK")•"v, v" (2)

x E. q(vtvo) H(v0,K',TlR) e-G(vo)hc/kTv

Vo O-ROT

where NN2 is the number density of nitrogen molecules in the N2 ground
electronic energy state, QVIB and QROT are vibrational and rotational

partition functions, q(vt,v") and q(vt,vo) are the Franck-Condon factors
for the emission and excitation, respectively, P(K',K") is the rotational
transition probability for the emission, G(vo) is the term value for the
vo vibrational level, TR and TV are the rotational and vibrational tem-
peratures, ard H(vo,K',TR) is a known function of the indicated variables.

In the obzerved emission, the rotational lines for which v'=v"=O
(the 0,0 band) are much more intense than the lines of other bands. In
the (0,0) band, two branches of lines appear. The P-branch lines are very
close together and form the band head while the R-branch lines are farther
apart and can be separated by a spectrograph with moderate dispersion.
"When equation (2) is written for the R-branch lines and the dependency of
the rotational energy on the vibrational quantum number is ignored, the
intensity of a particular R-branch line is 4

IKtf,/io = -N [ q(Ovo) -G(vo)hc/kTV eKI(Kt+l)O/TR

KI(G)v 4 K, ,K,,/Vo 4  QVIB v0  I QROT (3)

where Io1 is a constant, vo is a reference wave number, 0 = 2.8910 K, and
(G) is given as

(G) r L (K,+l)e"2(K'+l)0/TR + K'e+2K'O/TR
2K'+l L
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For given vibrational and rotational temperatures, the factors mul-
tiplying the exponential are constants independent of K1. Hence, equation
(3) can be written as

IK' °K"/Io -t/b(KI)0/TR
K' (G)v 4 K, K,,/vo0  e(

The rotational temperature of the nitrogen molecules in the N2 ground
electronic state can be determined by measuring the relative intensities
of the rotational lines in the R-branch and plotting in[(IK 1,,/Io)/
KI(G)vK, Kit/vo' against KI(K'+l). This plot will produce a straight
line witA a slope of -O/TR. Since (G) is a function of both K' and TR,
an iterative procedure of solution is required. A value of TRis assumed
and the graph is plotted giving a new value of TR and the iteration is
repeated. The values of log [(G)vKt4 ,K,,/vo 4 ] are given in Table 3 where
it is seen that the variation of log -(G)vK,4 Kt'/Vo 4 ] with TR is slow So
that the iteration converges rapidly. A sample calculation of TR by this
method is given in Section IV.

An iso-intensity method of rotational temperature determination can
be applied with the intensity expression given by equation (4). Let
Kit and K2 ' be the rotational quantum numbers in the N2+B2E state for two
lines which have the same intensity. Then the rotational temperature is
obtained from equation (4) as

TR = Kt(K 2 '+l) - Ki'(K1 '+l) 0 (5)R [K2 '(G)2V2 4/vo4] - ln(Ki'(G)1 v1
4 /'V0

4 ]

The need for an iterative solution for the rotational temperature now can
be eliminated by referring to the plots shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The -ota-
tional temperature can be determined by measuring the relative intensities
of the rotational lines and finding the values of K'(Kj' and K2 ') which
correspond to lines of equal intensity. The temperature then is obtained
directly frum Figs. 8 and 9. However, care must be exercised when the
iso-intensity method is applied. At high rotational temperatures (greater
than 8000 K), lines from the P-branch in the (0,0) band interfere with the
first few lines in the R-branch. These R-branch lines appear with in-
tensities which are too high and errors in the temperature result. The
iso-intensity method is convenient for "quick" answers since no calibra-
tion of the detecting equipment (particularly photographic plates) is
required; however, greatest accuracy is obtained by plotting the intensity
function against K'(K'+l).

It is important to realize that the r iational temperature determined
with the above techniques is that of the unionized nitrogen molecules in
the ground electronic state-that is, the temperature of the molecules



before excitation by the electron beam. Since the rotational energy mode
requires only a few inter-molecular collisions (approximately 10) to be-
come equilibrated with the translational energy mode, the rotational and
,tatic temperatures of the gas should be equal in most cases of interest.

However, the possibility of rotational non-equilibrium should be ascer-
tained in any application of the electron beam technique.

D. VIBRATIONAL TEMPERATURE

The intensity of a particular band in the N2 + emission is derived
in the same manner as discussed in the previous section. Obviously, the
rotational structure of the band is not considered. The result is 4

Ivf'v"1 a N2 ,4v v,, q~vlv")E q(vg,vo)e"Go(vo)hc/kT (6)S QVIB Vo

The vibrational temperature is determined from equation (6) by expressing

the ratio of intensities of two bands in the form

I t ,v1 " - Vvi' IV" t4 q(vi',vi") Eo q(vi',vo)e"Go(vo)hc/kTV
'v2 , v,, = ) v q(v 2 ,Vo)e-GO(vo)hc/kTV (7)

I ,V.:, Vv2I v2 .' )q(V 2 ',V2") 1 ~~~.eV2 V`1ýV21vo

When the electron beam is passed through air, the (0,2), (1,3),
(2,h), (0,1), (1,2) and (2,3) bands are suitable for vibrational tem-
perature determinations. The wavelengths of these bands are given in
Table 4. The (0,0) band at 3914 A usually is too intense for quantita-
tive purpose when the sensitivity of the detection system is adjusted to
give reasonable values for the other band intensities. The bands in the
(1,0) progression rear 3580 A are overlapped by the (0,1) band of the N2
second positive emission system.

From equation (7), the ratio of intensities of two bands in the
emission is a function only of the vibrational temperature of the N2
molecules in the ground electronic state (N2X'E). The ratios of inten-
sities for various band combinations are shown as a function of N2 vibra-
tional temperature in Fig. 10 where it is seen that reasonable sensitivity
is obtained for temperatures from 10000K to 30000 K. Thus, the vibrational
temperature of the N2 molecules may be determined by measuring the inten-
sities of the bands in the emission and consulting the curves of Fig. 10.
To allow computations of band intensity ratios of interest not given in
Fig. 10, the Franck-Condon factors, q(v',v") and q(vt,vo) are given in

Tables 5, 6 and 7 and the Boltzmann factor, e-Go(vo)hc/kTV, is given in
Table 8 as a function of the vibrational quantum number and vibrational
temperature. As example of vibrational temperature deter.nination is
given in Section IV.
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'E. NUMBER DENSITY

Various methods exist for the measurement of the number density of
nitrogen with an electron beam. Any of the following means may be employed:

(1) measurement of the intensity of a particular
rotational line in a vibration-rotation band,

(2) measurement of the intensity of a band, or

(3) measurement of the total radiation intensity.

In certain cases, one method is more advisable than others.

The intensity of a given rotational line in the N2+ emission is
,given by equation (2). For a particular line, the transition probabilities
aid the wave number of the line are independent of the number density,
vibrational temperature, and rotational temperature. With this in mind,
ejuation (2) is re-written as 4

= V~ q(vZ,vo) -Go(vo)hc/kTV KJ + 1 -(KK+I)(K'+2)0iTRIKI XK" = C1 eVI QROT e

(8)

+ K' -K'(K'-I)O/TR 1NNQRO)T NN

where C: includes the transition probabilities and constant of propor-
tionality in equation (2) and. H(vo,K',TR) has been written in explicit
form ignoring the effect of vibration on the rotational energy mode.
Equation (8) shows that the intensity of a given line varies linearly with
the N2 number density with a slope dependent upon both the rotational and
vibrational temperatures. Equation (8) is re-written in a more convenient
form by defining the quantities S(TV) and R(TR) as

SCTv) q(v',v°) e-GO(vo)hc/kTV (9)

Vo QVIB

L K+ 1 e(K'+l)(K'+2)O/TR +K' "-Ke(KI)0/TR 3 (O)
'QROT QROT

Thus,
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IKt,-K" S(TV) R(TR) ]CIS(T)R(T)JN (u)

where S(Tc) and R(Tc) are the functions defined in equations (9) and (1O)
evaluated at a known calibration temperature (room temperature). Typical
values of the slope ratios S(Tv)/S(Tc) and R(TR)/R(Tc) are shown graphically
in Figs. 11 and 12.

To determine the nitrogen number density from the measurement of a
line intensity, a room temperature calibration must be performed to deter-
. the factorh[c3S(Te)RTc) ]. The constant C1 includes not only thequantities indicated by equation (b), but also the sensitivity of the

measuring system. The vibrational and rotational temperatures are mea-
sured in the test gas and the slope ratios S(Tv)iS(Tc) and R(TR)/R(Tc)
are det-ermined from Figs. 1 and 12 (perhaps re-drawn for a different
line or band). The N2 number density then is determined with the mea-
sured line intensity and equation (11). Additional details of the
procedures are given in the examples of Section IV.

The N2 number density also can be determined by measuring the in-
tensity of a particular band. For a given band, equation (6) car be
written as

Ivv, - [ S(Tv7 ] [C.S(Te)]N_ (12)

where S(Tv) is given by equation (9). As with the line intensity method,
a room temperature calibration of the band intensity must be performed to
determine [C2 S(T )J and the vibrational temperature in the gas must be
measured so that the slope ratio S(TV)/S(Te) can be obtained. The number
density then can be calculated with the band intensity obtained from the
test gas and equation (]-2).

Finally, the number density can be determined by measuring the total
intensity of the radiation emitted by the electron beam. However, there
are certain difficulties associated with this measurement which do not
exist with the others discussed. The total intensity of the N2+ radiation
is obtained from equaLion (12) by summing over all values of both v' and

ýv". The intensity expression obtained can be written in the form

+NJ :roQv~(vo)e-G°(v°)he/kTv N ( 3

G()h/k2 (13)

2 Lo QVIB IN

where IN + denotes the intensity of the N2+ emission and f(Vo) is a func-
.. tion of, he Franck-Condon factors and wave numbers of the bands. In
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addition to the radiation of the N2+ system, the emissirn from the N2
second positive systezi also must be included when the total radiation
from the bear. is consiidered. While the N2+ radiation intensity could be
corrected for a vary.lng vibrational temperature, it is unclear hnow the itý-
tensity of the N2 system relative to that of the N1+ syste,:i changes with
changing vibrational tenperature. This may not be a particular diffi-
culty, however, since the (0,0) band of the N.+ system is much more In-
tense than any other band in the emission. Radiation from metastable

electronic energy states also may be included in the total emissive in-
tensity. The radiation from metastable states is responsible for the
"afterglow" observed in flowing gases. Normally, calibration of the
total intensity as a function of number density is performed with no gas
flow and the calibration then is applied to determine the density in a
flowing system. However, the radiation from metastable states included
in the intensities of the static calibrations would be swept downstream,
by the gas flow and out of range of the detector, introducing errors in
the density measurement. For nitrogen excited by an electron beam, no
significant radiation from metastable states has been observed (see
Section IV). For other gases, the pos-ible existence of "afterglow"
should be examined before the total radiation intensity is employed for
density measurements.

The method c osen for density measurement in any particular situa-
tion probably will depend most strongly on the type of spectroscopic
equipment available. When there is no vibrational excitation, the total
radiation intensity can be employed and a simple photomultiplier tube
will suffice as a detector. With vibrational excitation, the total
radiation intensity is unsuitable and either a band or line intensity must
be used. Further, the vibrational temperature of the radiating species
must be measured to obtain an accurate value of the density. Note from
Fig. 11 that a 10% error in the band intensity results from ignoring the
effects of vibrational excitation at a vibrational temperature of 1500(°K.
When there is vibrational excitation, the measurement of a band intensity
is most readily accomplished with a photomultiplier fitted with an appro-
priate filter to pass radiation from only one band.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURE

The rotational temperature must be determined with a spectroscopic
instrument with sufficient resolution to separate the rotational lints
within a band of the emission. Since the (Q,O) band is much more intense
than the others, it is employed for rotational temperature measurements.
A typical spectrogram obtained with a Baird three-meter grating spectro-
graph is shown in Fig. 13. This particular instrument has a 15,000 line
inch grating with a linear dispersion of 5.6 angstroms per millimeter in

13



the first order. With a 100 micron entrance slit width, the fine structure
%f the (O,O) band is just resolved.

Various types of spectroscopic plates were examined for use with the
3aird spectrograph and Kodak¢ type 103a-0 were found to require the shortest

Po0sure time. With the electron beam passing through air at a pressure
if 200 p Hg at room temperature, an exposure time of 20 minutes was re-

iuired to obtain a moderate photographic density on the plates.

The intensities of the rotational lines are determined with a record-
ing micro-densitometer. A typical trace from the densitometer for the
(0,0) band is shown in Fig. 14. As an example of rotational temperature
determination, the analysis of the trace shown in Fig. 14 will be dia-
cussed.

The first step in the analysis is to determine the relationship be-
tween relative intensity and photographic density for the plate emulsion.
Various standard calibration techniques are available.' In this case,
the relative intensity of a line from a standard source is assumed equal
to the exposure time. The intensity calibration is obtained by plotting
exposure time against the densitometer reading as shown in Fig. 15. The
scatter of data points evident in Fig. 15 results primarily from the
grainy nature of the 103a-0 emulsion.

The densitometer readings obtained for each line from the trace of
Fig. 14 are tabulated below.

TABLE 1

TYPICAL LINE INTENSITIES FOR N2 +(O,O) BAND

Kt Densitometer i LoglO[(G)(v 4 ;V0
4 )K,] Loglo[IIo0 /(G)(v 4 /'V0

4 )K,]
Reading.

3 62 2.70 0.471 -. 040
4 79 1.80 0.597 -. 041
5 39 3.73 0.695 -. 123
6 73 2.13 0.775 -. 146
7 31 4.25 0.842 -. 214
8 70 2.30 0.901 -. 238
9 29 4.5o 0.954 -. 301.

10- 70 2.30. 1.002 -. 339
11 33 4. 10 1. 044 - .431
12 76 1.96 1.083 -. 490
13 42 3.57 1.120 -. 567
1j 81 1.69 1.153 -. 623

5 55 2.98 1.185 -. 711



The relative intensities corresponding to the densitometer readings are
obtained from the intensity calibration, Fig. 15. The values of
log 0 [Gv4,I/V 0

4  are determined from Table 3 for an estimated temperature
of 4000 K and-loglo[K'Gv 4 v0o4j is calculated for each line. Now, because
of the homonuclear structure of the N2+ molecule, lines with odd values
of K? appear with intensities which are twice those of the lines with
even K' values. Hence, the intensities of lines with even K' values were

doubled before calculating log-o KIG4/o4 ]. The rotational tempera-

ture is determined by plotting this intensity function against K'(K'+l)
as shown in Fig. 16. The slope of the straight line in Fig. 16 yields a
temperature of 4180 K. Since this temperature is slightly different from
the assumed value of 40OOK, new values of loglo[K'Gv /v 0 4] could be ob-
tained from Table 3 and the temperature re-determined by iteration. In
the present case, the correction in the assumed temperature will not alter
the final result.

Detailed experimental studies reported in Refs. 3 and 4 substantiate
che validity of the above procedures. Considering the possibility for
systematic photometric errors, the accuracy of the rotational temperature
is judged to be ± 3%.

B. VIBRATIONAL TEMPERATURE

As discussed in Section III, the vibrationa'. temperature of the N2
molecules is determined by measuring the intensity of various bands in the
emission. For this purpose, a spectroscopic device which separates the
bands must be employed. In these studies, a Bausch and Lomb f/5 quartz
prism spectrograph was used. A typical spectrogram obtained with this in-
strument is shown in-Fig. 17 where only radiation from the N2+ first nega-
tive and N2 second positive systems is evident. Note in particular the
absence of any radiation from metastable energy states or species other
than N2 . Kodak type 103a-F spectroscopic plates give optimum results with
the Bausch and Lomb spectrograph at exposure times equal to 3.5 minutes for
an air pressure of 200 p Hg at room temperature.

A typical densitometer trace for the (0,2) band of the N2 + emission
it shown in Fig. 18. Calibration data relating the relative intensity to
photographic density must be placed on the plate as discussed in the
previous section. The band intensity is determined by numerically inte-
*grating with wavenumber the intensity values obtained from the densitometer
readings and the intensity calibration. This integration procedure is con-
ducted for all bands with suitable intensities. Since many bands are pres-
ent in the spectrum, the vibrational temperature can be determined separ-
ately from many band intensity ratios and the curves of Fig. 10.

A practical difficulty which exists, however, is the determination of
the wavelength dependence of the emulsion sensitivity. Tn order to compare
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the intensities of bands in different spectral regions, the change in the
relative sensitivity of the emulsion over the wavelength range must be
determined. This requires a light source with a radiation output cali-
brated as a function of wavelength and very careful experimental procedures.
The wavelength sensitivity calibration can be avoided, however, by com-
paring the intensities of bands only within a given band progression.
That is, compare the intensities of the (0,2), (1,3) and (2,4) bands or
those of the (0,1), (1,2), and (2,3) bands. Since bands of a progression
are separated by only approximately 60 A, the neglect of the change of
emulsion sensitivity over the length of a progression will not introduce
sericus errors.

As an example of vibrational temperature determination, various band
intensity ratios and the corresponding vibrational temperatures are tabu-
lated below. The tabulated data were obtained with an electron beam and
an arc-heated wind tunnel operating with air as the effluent and are re-
produced below from Table 2 of Ref. 4. The band intensities were deter-
mined by integration as discussed above.

TABLE 2

N2 VIBRATIONAL TEMPERATURES DETERMINED
WITH AN ELECTRON BEAM

Distance from
Tunnel I Transverse 101/112 112/123 Ioi/I23 Ave.

to Flow in Inches

-1.0 2350 2820 2600 2590
- .50 2720 2700 2700 270(
+ .25 3000 2550 2800 2783
+ .5C 3150 2230 2430 2603
+ .75 2420 2250 2320 2330
+1.0 2000 1850 190o 1916

The obvious source of error in vibrational temperature measurements
is inaccuracy in the various values for the Franck-Condon factors employed
in the band intensity ratio expression. These Franck-Condon factors
probably are not known to better than 5-10%. Further, the method of data
reduction can introduce sizable errors. Spectral regions of a band away
from the band head (Fig. 18) contribute a sizable amount to the inten-
sity. However, the inherent grainy nature of the photographic emulsion
is most noticeable with low intensities and causes errors in the contribu-
tions of the wea,-r portions of the band. Considering the various sources
of error, the vibrational temperature accuracy by this method is probably
no better than t 15%. The scatter of the temperatures in Table 2 is
approximately ± 5' arouind the average value for each row.
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'hotographic procedures :ertainly are not the most convenient for
vibrational temperature measurements. Most scanning monochromaters have
sufficient resolution to separate the band structure and direct intensity
values can be obtained from a photomultiplier attached to the monochrom-
eter. In this case, only the spectral response of the photomultiplier
need be determined to obtain accurate data.

A further simplification in the detection system can be achieved by
simply employing two or more photomultipliers fitted with narrow band-
pass filters so that each photomultiplier "sees" radiation from only one
band. Calibrations of the relative sensitivities of the photomultipliers
will yield corrected band intensities for use with Fig. 10. A vibra-
tional temperature accuracy of ± 5% should be possible with mcre direct
measuring techiiiques.

C. NUMBER DENSITY

As discussed in Section III-E, the N1 number density may be deter-
mined in a variety of ways. The validity of all of the methods depends
upon the linearity of the variation of the measured intensity with N2
number density. Nonlinearity of the variation results principally from
collision quenching of the excited nitrogen ions. The amount of quenching
depends upon the concentration of quenching particles and the collision
crbss section for the interaction between the quenching particle and the
excited ion. Since the amount of quenching depends upon the concentrations
of the quenching particles, it would be extremely difficult to apply a
non-linear room temperature calibration in an effluent where the detailed
chemical composition is unknown. In Ref. 4, detailed experimental studies
were conduted to determine the effects of quenching on the various density
measurements. It was found that for the maximum densities examined
(corresponding to a pressure of 400 p Hg at room temperature), quenching
was evident in neither rotational line nor vibrational band intensities.

The variation of the intensity with N2 number density of the K' = 11
line in the N12+ (0,0) band reproduced from Ref. 4 is shown in Fig. 19.
The slope of this curve is equal to the factor [CIS(Tc)R(Tc)] in equa-
tion (11). To increase the accuracy of the line intensity determination,
the quantity loglo[(I/Io)/K'Gv4 /Vo 4 ] was plotted versus K'(K'+l) and the
smoothed value of the logarithm was used to calculate the line strength.
To determine the N2 density from the calibration (Fig. 19) and the smoothed
line strength obtained from the test condition, both the rotational and
vibrational temperatures must be measured so that the slope correction
factors can be determined (Fig. 11 and 12). With the slope ratios
S(Tv)/S(Tc) and R(TR)/R(Tc) and the room temperature slope [CiS(Tc)R(Tc)],
the variation of IKf K"1 versus NN2 corrected for vibrational and rota-
tional temperatures different from those of the calibration can be obtained.

A sample calibration of the intensity of the N2+(O,O) band is shown
in Fig. 20. In this case, a 1P28 photomultiplier tube fitted with a
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Farrand interference filter was used. The filter allowed radiation only
from' the (0,0) band to strike the photocathode. The slope of the photo-
multiplier output versus N2 number density constitutes the factor
C2 S(Tc) in equation (12). Again, this calibration curve must be corrected
for a vibrational temperature (but not rotational temperature) difference
betuteen the test and calibration conditions. This is accomplished by
measuring the vibrational temperature and referring to Fig. 11. Note that
thiz technique is particularly simple when there is no vibrational excita-
tion in the test condition so that the slope ratio S(TV)iS(Tc) is unity.

When there is vibrational excitation of the test gas, the vibrational
temperature must be determined. The band intensities employed for vibra-
tional temperature measurement also can be utilized for density measure-
ment. Typical calibrations of the N2+ (0,2) and (1,2) band intensities
obtained with the Bausch and Lomb spectrograph are shown in Fig. 21. The
procedure for density measurement with this type of calibration is identi-
cal to that discussed above for the photomultiplier application.

The common cause of error in density measurement with an electron
bew2i is due to a slight change in the alignment of the beam and optical
sys'cm between calibration and test exposures. Particular care must be
exercised to assure that this does not occur so that the sensitivity of
the detecting system remains unchanged. This is particularly bothersome
when testing with an arc-heated wind tunnel since small changes in the
strength of the ambient magnetic field can cause deflections of the beam
and subsequent misalignment of the beam-optical system. It should be noted
that these sensitivity changes will not affect the temperature measurements,
sini:e only relative intensities are employed rather than the "absolute"
int,'nsities of the density measurements.

V. SU1AVRY AND CONCLUSION

An electron beam device suitable for use with low density non-
radiating flows has been described. The beam can be utilized for direct
mea.•urements of the rotational and vibrational temperatures and concentra-
tions of nitrogen molecules present in a high speed air flow. The tech-
nique can be applied regardless of the gasdynamic nature of the flow
(i..•., in boundary layers, Thock layers, wakes, etc.). The beam causes no
noticeable disturbance of the test gas and in this regard has proven to be
a p•,werful flow diagnostic device.

The electron beam system presently in use at The Ohio State University
has been described and certain design criteria have been specified. A
widto variety of optical equipment can be employed for the measurements
and exper:iental data obtained with various spectrographs and photo-
multipliers has been presented for illustrative purposes.
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The theorebical ana.lyses requirecd for interpretation of hhe beam dina
have been simarized. The pert;:ien , quabllilti'e util.ized in dal~t roducI1 :
procedures have been presented in Labul.a" Conrm and swnpie calculaLions
have been aiscussed.

The electron betun technique should be exwwi.ned f.•urher to dctermiiic
thc ma1xiniull :f'low density which can bo examined before collision quenching
of the radiation becomeo on nimportant Cuctor. Application of,' the tech-
nique to s ecies other Ihan nitrogen also should be investigated.
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VALUES OP O ,oo[ (,) v' /vo0] 1 POR VAR:EOuS RTUAT,:ONAL ' X I "A'CU TI"

(Reproduced from Ref. 3)

K 3 5 19 3 15 1W 19 21

oK

75 0-1O!.8 .OO6 .037 0'(8 .121 .-175 . 231 .290 .351 .)il.)I
1.00 -. o6 -. 003 .u]6 .011I .69 .)107 .136 .175 .21r .260
125 -.01.5 -. 005 .007 o023 .043 C064 .0q9 .1,6 .346 .177
150 .013 006 .003 .014 .028 .oI04 .062 W02. 1.010 .128
175 -. 011 -,007 0 .009 .019 .032 .0115 .061 .076 .097
200 -. 0ol -. 006 -. OO .006 .ol' .02h .035 .0117 .001 .076
225 -. 010 -. 006 -. O02 .o04 .01 .o019 .o28 .38 .050 .061.
250 -. 009 -. 006 -. 002 .003 .009 .015 .022 .031 .-01,1 .051
300 -. 007 -. 005 -. 003 .001 .006 .010 .03.6 .022 .030 .037
373 - .006 -. 001 -. 003 0 .003 .007 .011 .015 .021 .026
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TAI3IL, h

WAVELENGTHIS OF VIBRATIONAL BANDS FOR
4- +l•,X>+,y I:N ANGSTROMb;

v\v0 2 3 1

0 39.1), 3582 3308X
1. )1278 3883 356), 3299
2 W709 J2'3.6 3858 3549 3293
3 5228 h65 2 )1199 3835 3538
1) 5865 5.0i,9 i6oo0 11J67 381.8
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